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A large assortment of people visit museums: from the very young to the very old; and in a range of groups: families, friends, schools, couples. Museums are exciting places for visitors as they tell stories about the objects they hold and the research they undertake in a variety of ways. Museums are unique contexts for learning, often called “free-choice” learning environments (Falk & Dierking, 2000). Museums have the opportunity to shape identities—through access to objects, information and knowledge visitors can see themselves and their culture reflected in ways that encourage new connections, meaning making and learning (Bradburne, 1998; Carr, 2003a; Falk, 2004; Falk & Dierking, 1992, 2000; Hein, 1998; Hooper-Greenhill, 2000; Silverman, 1995; Weil, 1997). Museums have developed from being repositories of knowledge and objects to having a “… multifaceted, outward looking role as hosts who invite visitors inside to wonder, encounter and learn’ (Schauble, Leinhardt & Martin, 1997, p.3).

However, in the twenty-first century there are many challenges facing museums. These include increased competition and pressures on attendances because of the proliferation of leisure choices for more sophisticated consumers and the rise of access to the internet (Lynch, Burton, Scott, Wilson & Smith, 2000). Across the world museums are finding themselves competing in the marketplace with other leisure, learning and educational providers (Falk & Dierking, 2000; Lynch et al., 2000; Mintz, 1994) within what has been called the “experience economy”, defined as the wide range of currently available educational leisure experiences (Pine & Gilmore, 1999).

The demands of the “information age” have raised new questions for museums, particularly in the areas of access and authority (Cameron, 2003, 2006; Freedman,
2000). It has been argued that museums need to move from being suppliers of information to providing usable knowledge and tools for visitors to explore their own ideas and reach their own conclusions (Bradburne, 1998; Hein, 1997) because increasing access to technologies, such as the internet, ‘… have put the power of communication, information gathering, and analysis in the hands of the individuals of the world’ (Freedman, 2000, p.299). Freedman also argued that museums should become mediators of information and knowledge for a range of users to access on their terms, through their own choices, and within their own place and time.

Funding cuts have resulted in more limited resources requiring museums to operate on a more commercial basis and to be more collaborative through partnerships (Brown, 1997; Garnett, 2002). As well, there is a need for museums to stay relevant and be responsive to pressing social and environmental issues such as population and sustainability, social justice and Indigenous rights (Bradburne, 1998; Brown, 1997; Griffin, 1998; Kelly, Cook & Gordon, 2006; Kelly & Gordon, 2002; Skramstad, 1999; Weil, 1994, 1999). Other world pressures such as terrorism, global warming and climate change are also affecting museums, not just locally but globally in terms of both the capacity to host travelling exhibitions, in loaning collections and in visitation.

Museums have always been tourist destinations. The earliest museums were founded on the premise of “education for the uneducated masses” (Bennett, 1995), “cabinets of curiosities” (Weil, 1995) established to ‘… raise the level of public understanding … to elevate the spirit of its visitors … to refine and uplift the common taste’ (Weil, 1997, p.257).

Museums have been intimately linked with the leisure sector, especially in studies related to marketing of museums (Burton & Scott, 2003; Crang, 1996; Harkin, 1995; Lynch et al., 2000; Masberg & Silverman, 1996; Packer & Ballantyne, 2002; Prentice, Witt & Hamer, 1998; Ryan & Glendon, 1998; Scott & Burton, 2000; Tian, Crompton & Witt, 1996; Witcomb, 2003). Research has found that strong motivations to visit museums are for leisure and entertainment (Moore, 1997; Packer, 2004; Packer &
Ballantyne, 2002). For example, a survey of 413 Australian Museum visitors found that 71% of adults visited museums generally for entertainment purposes (Kelly, 2001). In that study international tourists were analysed separately to see whether there were any differences to Sydney-based visitors, however results were the same—tourists visited museums for new experiences, worthwhile leisure, learning and entertainment.

The Australian Museum and tourists

The Museum was established in 1827 and is Australia’s (and one of the world’s) oldest natural history and anthropological museums. It is based on the “classic” collecting institutions of the nineteenth century (Bennett, 1995; Strahan, 1979), with the current building and collections reflecting that era’s approaches to natural history museums, also seen in similar museums around the world (such as the American Museum of Natural History, New York; Field Museum, Chicago; Smithsonian Natural History Museum, Washington; and the Natural History Museum, London).

The mission of the Australian Museum is ‘Inspiring the exploration of nature and cultures’ (Australian Museum, 2005, p.1). The primary functions of the Museum are to make information, collections and research available to a wide range of audiences through undertaking scientific research and managing a vast range of collections in the areas of zoology, mineralogy, palaeontology and anthropology. As well, public communication and learning through physical exhibitions, public programs, publishing, regional outreach and on-line delivery of services are ways the Museum communicates with its wide variety of audiences (Australian Museum, 2005). The Museum attracts between 250,000-400,000 visitors to the College Street site each year, depending on what exhibitions and programs are showing at that time (Australian Museum Audience Research Centre, 2006a).

Exit surveys conducted from March 2005-January 2007 revealed that around 38% of Australian Museum visitors were international tourists, with the following general characteristics:

- Where they live:
- 27% North America
- 26% UK
- 8% Germany
- 3% France
- 14% other Europe
- 5% New Zealand
- 4% Japan
- 7% Other Asia
- 1% China
- 3% Africa/South America/Pacific

- Visited for general visit; tourist destination
- Seen tourist brochure/guidebook; billboard/sign outside
- Most liked Indigenous Australians exhibition, other favourites are Skeletons and the Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition—a mix of those based on the Museum’s collections and a well-known international travelling exhibition
- 32% visited alone; 22% with spouse/partner; 23% with family
- 10% visited Australian Museum before
- Other places visited in Sydney:
  - 10% Powerhouse Museum
  - 25% Art Gallery of NSW
  - 27% Taronga Zoo
  - 36% Sydney Aquarium
  - 16% Maritime Museum
  - 14% Museum of Contemporary Art
- 6% had visited the Museum’s website before visiting.
2006 research study

The Australian Museum’s Corporate Strategic plan recognised that international tourists are a key market for the museum, and increasing our percentage of these visitors is identified as a key strategy action. Given this emphasis, a study of tourism was undertaken by the Museum during the early part of 2006 (Australian Museum Audience Research Centre, 2006b) to provide market information about tourist audiences in order to enable the development of marketing strategies aimed specifically at encouraging more tourists to visit the Museum. In particular, we looked at the following questions:

- What trends are likely to occur in tourism to Australia over the next 10 years?
- What are the trends in cultural tourism?
- What is the profile of tourists who do and do not visit the Australian Museum? What visitor experiences do they seek? What are their sources of information?
- What levels of awareness of the Museum exist amongst tourist operators and intermediaries?

The research involved four strands of data collection:

- Desk research to draw together existing information on tourism profiles, patterns and trends.
- Onsite survey of 153 out-of-town visitors to the Australian Museum to gather information on visitor profiles, information sources, visitor experience and responses to possible new packages and programs.
- Intercept interviews with 102 tourists in central Sydney (CBD) to gauge awareness, interest and responses to possible new packages and programs.
- Executive interviews with 15 tourism operators and intermediaries to gather market information and explore potential marketing initiatives.

This paper focusses on the results for international tourists only.
What did we find?

There is increased competition in Sydney—generally international visitors who are interested in and want to visit museums will do so and those who are not interested won’t. Most of those who do visit museums are shorter-stay tourists, with potential identified to increase visits by the working-holiday market, especially at the end of their stay. In general a range of venues are visited, with general tourists (CBD) focussed more on general sights and scenes, including outdoor places such as beaches and wildlife parks, as well as icon destinations such as the Opera House and the Blue Mountains. However, they all want to experience the unique Sydney/Australia, and seek adult-targeted experiences, not child or family-based activities.

Tourists at the Australian Museum were asked what they had heard about the Museum that prompted them to visit. The main themes in their responses fell into four main areas:

- Displays about Australian history and culture and natural history
- Displays about Aboriginal history and culture
- General descriptions in guide books and tourist publications
- Specific recommendations from friends and family, or ‘heard it was interesting’.

There was high interest expressed by Museum visitors in Indigenous topics, followed by behind-the-scenes tours and dangerous creatures, whereas CBD tourists tended to visit sights such as beaches and were more interested in topics about animals and beaches, as well as dangerous animals.

Tourism trends: operators’ perspectives

Fifteen interviews were held with representatives of a range of Sydney tourism operators, including backpacker accommodation; 3 – 5 star accommodation; local tour operators; inbound tour operators; industry bodies; tourism publications; and visitor centres. They identified a number of key tourism trends that have an impact on museums.
Travellers to Australia have become more worldly in recent times. Travelling has become just a regular part of life, rather than a one-off experience—everybody travels. Australia is therefore not the first foreign country most tourists have visited, and Sydney is not the first big city that most tourists have seen. This means that the competitive set for each city’s tourist destinations includes overseas attractions of a similar ilk. For example, the Smithsonian is now in the same competitive set as the Australian Museum, even though visiting it would be part of a totally different travel experience. Worldly travellers also have vastly increased expectations of what the travel experience will offer.

Today’s tourists talk about having more pressure in their daily life, and less time for holidays (just like all of us really!). Therefore there is increased pressure for holidays to be not just value for money, but value for time. There is less pre-trip planning, which means greater reliance on information and referrals they receive when they arrive at their destination. Tourism operators also report rising interest in indulgence or relaxation experiences, as tourists are finding it increasingly difficult to meet these needs in their daily life.

Tourists to Australia are increasingly seeking authentic experiences that have an emotional impact. They want to be affected by their travels. To some extent, it is this desire for authenticity that is driving a growth in independent travel. While seeing the sights remains important, tourists increasingly want to get the “feel” of the places they visit. This means they are gravitating to “live” experiences that enable some form of interaction (i.e. live animals, people, performances). They prefer experiences that use multiple senses. Authenticity also means having experiences in a natural context (i.e. where they would naturally occur). For example, more tourists are willing to pay extra to see Australia’s native animals in the wild. Finally, a desire for authenticity means tourists are placing a higher value on having local personalities with expert knowledge to guide them, rather than a generic tour guide.

Worldly travellers look for each destination they visit to have its own identity in order to have a unique experience wherever they travel. Australia’s destination identity
incorporates drinking and mateship; sport; the beach and endless summer; iconic fauna (koalas, kangaroos); dangerous and deadly fauna; convict history and Indigenous. Australia’s Indigenous people are considered a key aspect of Australia’s unique identity. From the point of view of European tourists especially, Australia’s Indigenous culture is more interesting than our relatively brief white-settler history. For a significant proportion of the tourist market, the primary interest in Indigenous culture is about purchasing an artefact to take home. For the remainder of those interested in Australia’s Indigenous culture, the focus is on the issues, lifestyles and culture of contemporary Indigenous communities. Social justice elements are of interest to a smaller proportion of the market.

As tourists have become more worldly, they have also become more confident to make their own decisions. Industry stakeholders in this research reported that interest in package travel has declined in maturing tourist markets, because packages are seen to offer less opportunity for an authentic experience. Pre-trip planning focuses on the highlights of the travel destination: tourists know the ‘big things’ they are going to do before they arrive. However, they are content to leave everything else to their arrival.

According to Sydney tourism operators, there has not been any noticeable change in recent times around tourist interest in cultural tourism. Cultural tourism in Sydney is limited to some extent by Sydney’s identity as an outdoor city. It is difficult for tourists to fit cultural tourism within this paradigm; it is simply not what one comes to Sydney to do. In this context, visiting museums is also not perceived as essential to get a “feel” for Australia, or even Sydney. Further, they expect that museums in Sydney will fall short of high standards set by overseas competitors, such as the Smithsonian, resulting in less willingness to visit. Consequently, while many international visitors do visit a cultural venue while in Australia, many of these visits occur in travel destinations other than Sydney. For tourists on a travel itinerary, Sydney is commonly viewed as a shopping destination with some iconic tourist sights. Cultural tourism in Sydney is primarily a wet weather activity. Having positioned Sydney in their minds as a permanently sunny, warm destination, rainy weather usually prompts an extension of shopping time.
Generally, it was found that tourism operators themselves showed relatively low interest in, and awareness, of the variety of cultural experiences currently available. Therefore, they may not be confident advocates for such experiences for their clients. Also several questioned the role that the Australian Museum could play when compared with Sydney Aquarium, Sydney Wildlife World and Taronga Zoo—venues where they felt the unique Australian fauna is already covered in-depth and with real animals.

**Conclusion**

What is a typical international tourist visitor like? Meet Paul and Carolyn:

We’re Paul and Carolyn, 54 and 38, both professionals living and working in London. We consider ourselves to be worldly travellers, having recently done the Inca trail in Peru and last year attending a conference in Budapest where Paul was a keynote speaker. Although Paul has older children from a former relationship we don’t travel with them, preferring to stay in quality hotels or with our many colleagues and friends living across Australia.

We have been to Sydney several times now and just love the outdoors, beaches, shopping and café lifestyle. We always visit the cultural attractions, with art galleries being particular favourites. We have visited most of the icon museums of the world, and were very impressed with the Smithsonian, New York Natural History Museum and a quaint hunting museum we visited in Budapest.

When we go to museums we like to do a morning or afternoon tour which we book on the day, and a cost of around $15 doesn’t faze us. We love visiting museum shops and always buy a book as a reminder of our experience, souvenirs for Paul’s boys and presents for our hosts.

We think the Australian Museum’s Aboriginal display is fantastic. Initially, we were not interested in social justice (preferring to find out what is a real and fake ‘artefact’ to buy later), but we were moved by the contemporary stories of survival and hope, we never knew this happened in Australia.

Although we have a general plan of action before we leave London, we prefer to be a bit spontaneous and usually go by the recommendations in the local guide books and Lonely Planet of course!

Museums have always been leisure and tourist destinations. However in modern times the challenges are to remain relevant and be seen as a must-see destination among all the currently available leisure activities—to stand out in the crowd as a place to both
learn and be entertained. My doctoral research found that people visit museums to learn, to be educated and to be entertained in an exciting and stimulating environment that is enjoyable for them and all members of their group—adult visitors wanted museum learning experiences that were both educational and entertaining. I also found that museums should not be concerned about promoting their entertainment value and role, as results indicated that visitors felt entertainment added to learning, not detracted from it (Kelly, 2007).

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, a wide range of people visit museums, yet all of them, including tourists want the same thing from their experiences:

- respect for them as individuals
- choice
- a welcoming atmosphere from trained, aware, friendly, knowledgeable staff, both front and back of house
- to see themselves reflected in programs, exhibitions, collections and staffing
- to be able to understand the “work” of the museum
- active and varied learning experiences that are both group-based and individual
- involvement
- a contemporary experience, both in communication and interpretation modes, with content/issues that are relevant, current and significant.

The challenge for museums is to understand the needs of diverse audiences and provide experiences that meet these in an environment of increasing competition and enormous social and world change.
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